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NESARA is the covert National Economic Security and Reformation Act (March/October
2000). Notice that the S stands for Security; not for Stability. (S for Stability is a
Bait-and-Switch mirror fraud.

In November 2020, Benjamin Fulford commented that "NESARA was a good idea that
has been used by criminals to con people out of their money". In speaking thus, he
may have been talking about the Bait-and-Switch mirror fraud version of
NESARA.

Every major positive and benevolent financial reform is mirrored by the Nazi-Continuum
banking syndicate for the purposes of deception, theft, and subversion. The
gold-backed global currency reset is an example. An attempt has been made to
repackage elements of this as The Great Reset by a clique of panicking negative
players (Jesuit and Davos rogue factions etc).

Over the last twenty-five years or so, since 1996, a lot of money and wealth diverted or
stolen by the now diminishing Nazi-Continuum banking syndicate has been retrieved by
benevolent White Hat teams. For example, between about 2012 and 2014, seventy
trillion dollars was recovered from Nazi-Continuum black fund accounts. That money will
be given back to humanity through the Global Collateral Accounts after the benevolent
financial reset.

NESARA is an American legal initiative with radical and benevolent global
consequences. It started life in 1962 as a reaction against private farmland grabs in the
USA. General Roy Schwasinger and the military pioneered it. Back then, NESARA had
an R which stood for Restoration. It was about restoring the stolen property of American
farmers.

Now the NESARA global prosperity programs are on the cusp of being announced and
activated. One of the protected funds said to be involved is called The Saint Germain
World Trust. This fund contains deliverable precious metals and currencies worth
upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars. The word quattuordecillion is sometimes
spelled quatrodecillion. It means ten thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand,
thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, million
dollars. Or $1 with forty noughts after it.
$10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.

Hard-nosed business people, some perhaps of limited spiritual awareness,
understandably have doubts about the reality, reach, and influence of Ascended
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Masters such as Violinio St Germain (aka Count of Saint Germain, François Rákóczi,
Christian Rosenkreutz) in the modern world of global banking.

Yet there is a huge executive overlap on this planet between the esoteric spirituality of
wealth, abundance, and generously-resourced human well-being, and the negative
(Satanic) control systems of scarcity, taxes, debt, poverty, and unbacked paper or
electronic money. Without money, we'd all be rich. Money is the mechanism that
keeps us poor.

It was interesting in this connection, in August 2021, to notice a leading American
constitutional lawyer making substantial reference to the financial history of Violinio St
Germain. Anna Von Reitz (Anna Maria Riezinger; Fiduciary, The United States of
America) noted that St Germain demonstrated that he knew how to create gemstones,
gold, and other precious metals in his lifetime, and did so repeatedly in front of Church
Officials, Royal Courts, and others. He left behind an absolutely stupendous fortune
deposited all over the planet and left in the care of his acolytes.

The Saint Germain side of the story, Von Reitz says, has been temporarily blocked by
a Breach of Trust seeking to incorporate the Family Trust and Foundation, and thus
bring it under the control of the (English) Queen again (London Crown Temple). That
action, however, is and was in obvious breach of the Trust Indenture, and Anna Von
Reitz has placed a protective lien on the whole shebang. More here (22.08.21).

Among other projects, The Saint Germain World Trust's wealth and monies will be
used to buy out all oil corporations, banks, and pharmaceutical cartels. And it will zero
out (permanently cancel) all personal, corporate, and national debts worldwide. More
about universal debt forgiveness and the imminent global debt jubilee can be found
here. The Saint Germain World Trust resources are additional to, and separate from,
The World Global Settlement Funds and the Global Collateral Accounts (pdf; 120pp).

The Saint Germain World Trust resources are also added to the Chinese Manchu
dynasty's gold. This gold is held privately by the successors of the last Chinese
Emperor, Pu Yi. This is private gold, not Chinese government gold.

In October 2018, the Manchu family syndicate donated a $1.16 billion-worth 1934
Henry Morgenthau Bond to the White Dragon Society in Japan to seed finance the
establishment of a meritocratic future planning agency for the whole planet. This was
sufficient startup funding to begin the work of ending global poverty, stopping
environmental destruction, and financing human expansion into the Solar System and
beyond. Most human and humanoid races live on planets and in star systems beyond
Planet Earth, and always have done.
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The whole series of 1934 Henry Morgenthau Bonds is backed by 70,000 tons of
Manchu gold now worth a total of $4.5 trillion. The bonds are denominated in US
dollars.

The NESARA money was originally scheduled to be released in the year 2000, but
the US Bush syndicate and White House, its banking and legal conspirators
worldwide, and the 9/11 attacks in 2001 prevented the disbursement. And through
corporate pan-global control of mainstream media outlets, nearly all knowledge of
NESARA's existence was suppressed. This is now changing.

When the NESARA prosperity programmes are openly and publicly announced,
perhaps during September or October 2022, they will permanently change human
civilisation in every money-related way.

In early to mid 2017, there was said to be a delay among lead agents of Tier 1
signatories due to technical disagreements about how best to monetise and book the
vast quantities of off-ledger gold held in Asian and other bunkers. Some of this gold
was not quantised or stamped in bar form.

..............................................        +++           .......................................................

The funds are now ready. The gold-backed global currency reset is ready. The
conduits for the benevolent capital flows are clean and clear; they will bypass the BIS,
SWIFT, the US Fed and the ECB completely. People have begun to talk numbers not
in Quadrillions, but in Quintillions.

And by the beginning of 2020, people were also beginning to talk about the new
global (and benevolent) Quantum Financial System. This system was well-prepared
and tested. It now looks as if the new QFS will take about twenty four months to roll
out completely, having started invisibly in 2020. It should be openly and visibly
completed by the middle of 2022.

On Wednesday 25th August 2021, Simon Parkes of Connecting Consciousness put
out a short post declaring that the new financial system had started. He was referring
to the QFS. Attached to his post was this document from Africa.

The document shown was an official Zimbabwe government press statement over the
signatures of the Minister of Finance and Economic Development, and the Governor
of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. It announced the receipt of SDR 677.4 million from
the IMF, cleared for value on Monday 23rd August 2021.

At that date, IMF SDR 677.4 million was equivalent to USD 961 million. This sum was
a small part of the IMF's total USD 650 billion SDR allocation to provide additional
liquidity to the global financial system at that time.
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The new Quantum Financial System is said to involve a radical migration away from
Stochastic Equilibrium-based central banking towards Recursive Complexity-based
central banking. This is a very big change indeed and will mark the end of all
fiat-based currencies, derivatives trading, and debt. Several significant off-ledger
asset pieces such as the Asian gold reserves and various Legacy Accounts (for
example, the V.K.Durham Trust) are understood to have been built in to the new
global banking arrangements.

The aim of the Quantum Financial System (QFS, QuantFS) is not just to re-establish
steady ongoing stability. It is much more comprehensive than that. It will enable
exponential global growth in every benevolent aspect of human endeavour including
climate repair, biodiversity support, free energy, free water, free health and healing,
free housing, universal basic incomes, clean and quiet transport, new agrisystems and
live ET-contact interplanetary and interstellar exploration.

QFS works from inside CIPS, not SWIFT. It is run by benevolent AI (artificial
intelligence) with no 3D human access or oversight. It is supervised by the Higher
Evolution from 5D. Individual spiritual masters operating in 5D such as Violinio St
Germain and Quan Yin are understood to have executive involvement.

Down in 3D here, all nations in the surface human popuation have now signed up to
QFS. The first country in was North Korea, and the last country to join was Lebanon.

When the top banking people in each nation saw the foundation QFS documents they
quite quickly realised two things:

(1) The new Quantum Financial System was actually going to happen; nothing could
stop it.
(2) If their own country did not commit and sign up by a certain closing date (now
passed) their country would not be able to trade with other countries, even by physical
piracy through the global subterranean tunnel systems.

Also none of their citizens would be able to travel or move personal money to other
countries or be visited by the citizens of other countries. Such restrictions would be
anathema to those with élite banking lifestyles.

In the summer of 2020, during the extended coronavirus psyop, a new development
became visible. QFS insiders and associated White Hats, despite the non-disclosure
agreements they had signed, began to drop explicit hints about NESARA on social
media channels.

For example, in July, in a discussion between Robert David Steele (USA) and Charles
Ward (UK), Steele asked Ward if he could assure his viewers that the 2020 American
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Presidential elections would go ahead as scheduled, and not be delayed by the virus
psyop. Ward said yes, it would go ahead, probably in November, unless Trump
decided to announce NESARA shortly before that month.

In that event, there would new Presidential and Congressional elections a maximum
of 120 days after the date of the announcement.
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